A new model for Black Belt (BB) training is emerging. Practitioners who were certified in BB programs in the past might be startled to see how curriculum and teaching methods have changed in programs being taught today.

These differences have resulted from the convergence of several different factors. They include the merging of the Six Sigma and lean methods, once viewed as competing disciplines but now recognized as a dynamic duo unparalleled in overall effectiveness among all other available management methods. Transaction-oriented companies in particular have embraced lean, recognizing that its tools are as productive for them as they have been for manufacturing businesses.

The change in BB training also has been fueled by the emergence of powerful new tools and the need to incorporate them into the practitioner’s arsenal. Other factors behind the changes have been a better understanding of how adults learn and, equally as important, how they can be taught to apply their newly learned skills in the workplace.

Most important, however, is a new understanding of exactly what role BBs should play in today’s economy. Gone are the days when businesses deployed BBs as troubleshooters. Today, BBs, together with other Six Sigma practitioners, are indispensable partners in organizationwide initiatives that are grounded strategically and implemented on a highly structured basis to meet critical organizational goals.

Included is the fostering of ongoing innovation, the use of business scorecards in ways that enhance rather than inhibit organizational improvement and the establishment of priorities that allow everyone in the organization to contribute to profit improvement.

In this environment, everything that matters is measured, the only measurements made are those that matter, and every metric has an owner. The organization is practicing the three Rs of business: Everyone is doing the right thing right at the right time.

What BBs need

Given these new challenges, BBs must return from training programs possessing business knowledge, leadership skills, team development capabilities, improved thought processes and enhanced technical expertise. They must learn to implement the define, measure, analyze, improve and control (DMAIC) system and its parallel enterprise-DMAIC process (E-DMAIC), and use DMAIC roadmaps to achieve critical organizational goals.

Guided by these roadmaps, BBs will pull high-yield projects for creation rather than push projects for completion irrespective of whether they contribute to the organization’s overall goals or bottom line. This is one of
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the guiding principles of an enterprise approach to DMAIC.

BBs trained in programs like this combine the principles of Six Sigma and lean to create a powerful improvement system. These new BBs are known as lean Six Sigma BBs. They do not simply identify the flaws in an operational process. Rather, they determine whether the process itself is flawed. They do not replicate projects. They design and replicate systems. They make the important distinction between two different types of variability—special cause and the far more prevalent common cause—and approach each one appropriately. Their focus on common-cause issues changes their role from firefighting to fire prevention.

Blending analytics and innovation

BBs also must help foster innovation in their companies by integrating analytics and innovation appropriately.

Each organization needs its own particular blend of analytics and innovation. Those in emerging-technology businesses clearly need ongoing innovation to direct new product development activities. For others, the wisest approach might be to give more attention to the blending of analytics with innovation through the use of tools such as design of experiments (DoE) in process improvement activities and the design plus verification phases of development.

Measurements must be taken at different levels that include corporate-level metrics, which deal with enterprise and financial factors such as operating income and profit margins, and operational metrics, which measure operation and production issues such as on-time delivery, work in progress (WIP), defective rates and warranty costs.

The organization must make certain the chosen metrics and their tracking encourage behaviors that benefit the organization as a whole, not just an arbitrarily chosen organizational silo’s measurement goal. If this does not occur, organizations can fall into the trap of doing something that does not have a long-term benefit.

An organization must measure everything that’s meaningful. But to avoid metrics overload, measure only what’s meaningful. For example, to meet quarterly targeted objectives, Krispy Kreme shipped doughnuts that executives knew would be returned.

Successful organizations today need focused innovation—products and services that have a market and that the company is able to market. BBs support this process by capturing the voice of the customer (VOC) in the product-development cycle and breaking down creativity-usage barriers.

Some in the business community believe Six Sigma inhibits innovation. This view often is expressed by those who feel threatened by the need to establish and meet metrics. BBs must demonstrate that lean Six Sigma methods can provide the framework for orchestrating innovation stimulus to benefit the big picture. Without this framework, innovative work can become chaotic and detrimental to the organization as a whole.

Examples of successful applications

E-DMAIC combines analytics with innovation to produce impressive results at organizations in many different fields.

At one company, sales, manufacturing and internal customers are working on common goals aimed at improving the bottom line, not simply achieving a performance-metric goal that initially sounded good but led to producing something priced and sold at a loss.

With an improved operational-level measurement tracking system, the company’s production scheduling achieved a 25% increase in throughput while reducing lead time and WIP working capital by $232,000—a 50% drop. Manufacturing lead time is now half the industry average, there has been a 5% reduction in raw material ordered for internal production, and the company has identified the potential to reduce scrap by more than 50%.

The merging of analytics and innovation also is helping make ongoing improvements at another company, an international service organization that manages employee relocation for its clients. The process began when the company’s executive leadership identified five organizational improvement goals, developed a strategy for meeting each and identified the metrics needed to chart progress. Every metric the company uses has an owner. “There is zero ambiguity regarding internal and customer requirements,” reported the president and CEO, who asked that his company not be identified.

One group of metrics used in this relocation company deals with the satisfaction of the relocated employees served. Surveys of these employees identified where there were service shortcomings, and the tools of lean Six Sigma showed where to focus...
improvement efforts. Ongoing projects are aimed at improving two aspects of relocations: temporary living facilities for the employees and transportation coordination. The CEO credits this system for helping increase the company’s performance and marketplace position.

The merging of analytics and innovation also is helping a nonprofit organization improve its results. This organization is using an enterprise excellence model to increase the effectiveness of fund-raising and control costs while also improving the quality of services.

Providing needed training

The new role of lean Six Sigma BBs requires a training program that helps participants understand the dynamics of organizational culture, people and infrastructure.

The BBs must learn communication tools not only to secure executive management buy-in for projects, but also to help management understand that lean Six Sigma should be implemented in the enterprise-level business system so projects are analytically selected.

Overall, businesses need operational-level metric reporting of functional performance without calendar boundaries. These metrics can provide a predictive assessment of the processes. The collective analysis of metrics for corporate-level financial goal achievement (for example, profit margins and revenue growth) can create improvements for metrics that have the most benefit to the business as a whole.

This metric improvement need creates a “pull” for project creation. This is in contrast to the historical push for project creation in which leaders listed potential projects and assigned them to those who, for example, were to attend a training class.

Background knowledge that is essential for BBs to understand in meeting today’s competitive expectations includes the following integrated enterprise management tools:

- The project-based process improvement systems of Six Sigma and lean Six Sigma, with enterprise-wide analysis focus on items such as avoidance of silo projects that have sub-optimized benefits.
- Avoidance of performance metrics that stimulate the wrong behavior.
- Understanding how traditional scorecards, dashboards and performance-metric reporting can have serious shortcomings. These measurement tools include tabular, pie chart, line chart and stacked bar chart reporting; the balanced scorecard and its tracking of organizational objectives, measures, targets and initiatives to strategies; and red-yellow-green scorecards
- Enterprise-level business system alternatives that structurally use lean and Six Sigma tools as part of the measurement, analysis, improvement and control system.

In creating an enterprise-level business system, BBs use an E-DMAIC system, which overcomes problems encountered with traditional scorecard, business management and enterprise-improvement systems. E-DMAIC describes how organizations can overcome these issues by using a systematic roadmap system of DMAIC at the enterprise level.

An improvement project DMAIC (P-DMAIC) describes a detailed step-by-step project execution roadmap with true integration of Six Sigma and lean tools. BBs must understand and use the following in the define and measure phases of the P-DMAIC roadmap:

- How to define and scope projects.
- How to plan VOC and in-process Six Sigma metrics.
- Response statistics, graphical representations and data analyses.
- Attribute response statistics.
- Project tracking at operational levels (project baselining), including traditional control charting and its shortcomings; traditional process capability and process performance metrics and their shortcomings; baseline project process predictability with capability; and performance
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metric assessments for continuous and attribute response data.

- Lean assessment in the measure phase, including waste identification and prevention, principles of lean, takt time (rate of customer demand), observation worksheets, standardized work charts, combination work tables, spaghetti diagrams, five why’s (finding the root cause of a problem), time value diagrams and value stream mapping.

- Measurement systems analysis and wisdom of the organization tools, including flowcharting, cause and effect diagrams, cause and effect matrixes and failure mode effects analysis.

Training in the P-DMAIC analyze phase should include the following:

- Data collection plan and experimentation traps.
- Visualization of data tools, such as box plots, marginal plots and multivariate charts.
- Confidence intervals and hypothesis tests.
- Inferences, including continuous response and attribute (pass/fail) response.
- Hypothesis testing for simple comparisons such as two inputs, including continuous response and attribute pass/fail response.
- Hypothesis testing for more than two inputs, including variance components; correlation and simple linear regression; single-factor (one-way) analysis of variance and analysis of means; two-factor (two-way) analysis of variance; and multiple regression, logistic regression and indicator variables.

BB training in the P-DMAIC roadmap improve phase should include the following:

- DoE, including understanding how to create full and fractional factorials, planning $2^k$ DoEs (factors that are each at two levels), design and analysis of $2^k$ DoEs, robust DoEs (for example addressing variability reduction) and response surface methods.

- Innovation and creativity.

- Lean tools.

- Plan-do-check-act.

- Selecting, implementing and demonstrating project improvements, including process modeling and simulation, solution selection, Pugh matrices, walking the process and value chain documentation, pilot testing, process change implementation training and project validation.

Finally, for the control phase in the P-DMAIC roadmap, BBs should learn the following tools:

- Active process control tools, such as control process and input variables, realistic tolerances and precontrol charts.

- Control plan and project completion.

Selecting a training provider

Many training options are available for BBs wanting to learn to blend analytics and creativity. They range from intensive classroom instruction to quick online courses.

Although online courses are generally cheaper, they are burdened with several significant disadvantages. Chief among them is a higher noncompletion rate caused by a systemic weakness of online training: its impersonal nature.

Other weaknesses can include:

- The implication that the participant’s organization is saying, in effect, that training is important but not important enough to warrant live instruction. This results in lowered motivation.

- The possibility that when a visitor interrupts the lesson, the student may lose concentration and continuity—and perhaps never get back to the training.

- The lack of interaction among students, when much of the learning takes place.

- Little opportunity for course customization for the organization’s particular strategy or the widely varying backgrounds of individual participants.

Real-time exchange among students and instructors in a formal classroom setting represents the most effective way to learn—and retain the learning. An effective program also must be led by an instructor with real-world experience.

The instructor should enliven the teaching through the use of case studies, hands-on exercises, video demonstrations, homework assignments, designated projects and personal encouragement. The instructor should understand the personality characteristics of each individual student and adapt the one-on-one coaching accordingly.

Here are some questions to ask a prospective training provider:

- Does the curriculum provide all the skills—tech-
BBs must demonstrate that lean Six Sigma methods can provide the framework for orchestrating innovation stimulus to benefit the big picture.

The road ahead

Organizations today face unprecedented challenges, including:

- Rapid-fire technology developments that can quickly make an established product obsolete.
- Increasingly sophisticated foreign resources in manufacturing and services that create pricing pressures.
- An employee workforce that has different workstyles than those of previous generations.
- A host of problems, including the current economic climate.

The blending of analytics with innovation by BBs who have superior capabilities is needed more than ever before.
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